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CAMERON’S COFFEE COMMISSIONS new CORPORATE OFFICE and 

STATE OF THE ART COFFEE ROASTING FACILITY in SHAKOPEE 

MINNESOTA.  

 

Shakopee MN. October 20, 2009 

 

The result of years of planning, Cameron’s new building was designed in three 

stages to accommodate very high roasting capacity. This is also one of the most 

energy efficient and “GREEN” roasting plants in the world. The new facility 

includes corporate offices, roasting operation, coffee cupping and education 

center, fitness facility and store fixture production shop. 

 

This new facility gives Cameron’s Coffee significant future “growth 

platform” opportunities including private label, office coffee, contract packing, 

convenience stores, food service as well as organic brand growth.  

 

CEO Bill Kirkpatrick traveled extensively in Europe and the United States 

touring roasting facilities to find industry best practices in the areas of roasting, 

product transfer and packaging standards.  “We started with a world class 

team; we hired the plant manager from the largest Starbucks plant in the 

country, our roast master from ERI the largest coffee shop roaster in the 

country and our engineer’s background is with Caribou Coffee. We purchased 

the best equipment and replicated the best practices in each area to form a 

manufacturing facility that is truly unique and can deliver quality that other 

companies simply can not match”. 

 

 Roasters were designed with special heating methods to deliver smoother 

roasts and to eliminate the burnt taste of many competitive coffee companies. 

Proprietary product transfer methods are used to eliminate coffee bean 

breakage, thus keeping coffee fresher. The packing machines were re-engineered 

to produce packages that have the lowest oxygen levels and best seal integrity in 

the industry.  



 

The plant was designed in three stages to accommodate rapid growth. Stage 

one is complete. All power, natural gas, air and nitrogen are in place for stages 

two and three. This will allow the company to expand rapidly as opportunities 

arise. Stage one plant capacity is 21,000,000 lbs. of coffee per year. Stage two 

capacity is 46,000,000 lbs. per year and stage three capacity is 61,000,000 lbs. per 

year.  

 

The building was a Greenfield project designed to be “green” from the 

ground up. Green features employed in the construction of the plant include: 

 Over 72% of all construction waste is documented as recycled. 

 The unique roaster catalytic afterburner combination uses 46% less 

natural gas than industry standard roasters. 

  A super fan system was employed to save energy. This system 

makes the building “feel” 13 to 18 degrees warmer to employees. In 

the summer the system can be reversed to cool the building. 

 High efficiency lighting and heating systems were installed. 

 All dock doors were equipped with energy saving boots to eliminate 

heat loss. 

 Coffee grinder is cooled by a “green” re-circulating cooling system 

rather than running fresh water through the machine and into the 

waste water outlets. 

 High speed mass sensing Airlift doors are used to minimize energy 

transfer between work areas and storage. 

 Green employees; Restrooms are equipped with Excelerator hand 

dryers to limit paper waste. Break room is equipped with 

dishwashers to discourage use of disposable cups. Break room is 

equipped with reverse osmosis water purifiers to discourage the use 

of bottled water.  

 

Cameron’s Coffee is a producer of only premium specialty quality coffee. They 

currently sell coffee in 30 states ranging from Texas to Montana to Michigan to 

Tennessee. Cameron’s Coffee sells Fair Trade, Rainforest Alliance, Shade Grown, 

and Kosher coffee products in several package formats. They additionally 

manufacture all store display equipment including displays, bins and self feeding 

trays. Cameron’s Coffee is the specialty coffee leader in the Upper Midwest and was 

founded in Hayward Wisconsin in 1978.  
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